LEARNING FROM HOME
YEAR 6 – Week Beginning 27.4.20
Reading – Read the next part of Holes (chapters 19,20 and 21) and answer the questions
(they’re at the end of the document)
Grammar – for grammar, we’d like you to revise all the different tenses. This doesn’t just mean
past, present and future, it means the simple, perfect and progressive tenses. Use the PowerPoint
and posters to help you, then answer the questions on the quiz PowerPoint.
Writing - use the Literacy Shed clips on the attached document as inspiration to write your own
story. Remember to follow the success criteria to make it entertaining to read.

Maths - This week, we’re going to be recapping time and creating a timetable. We’ll be thinking about
what timetables are and how they work. You will need to think about your day of ‘home learning’ and
living; can you design a timetable to represent this? For an added challenge, you are invited to
research an astronaut’s day and design an appropriate timetable that he or she could follow.

Living things and their habitats.
What is classification? This week you will be learning what classification is, why it is helpful and how to
do it.
Read through the lesson presentation and complete the activity of grouping the animals ready for their
new cages in a zoo near you!

Geography: continuing with the topic of North America, we would like you to look at wonders of the world
this lesson
Computing: This week, we will be using Google Earth to create simple maps of areas on the planet that
interest you. Using my example as reference, draw and show the natural and man-made features of the
environment using a colour or pattern Key.

Art: Think about what you liked from last week’s research then make a series of drawings of different
people in your household in a sketchbook or on paper. Use whatever materials you have to hand. Look at the
video links to help with drawing the features of a face.

Additional Activities/suggestions:
If you have a camera at home, could you try taking some photos of things that catch your eye? A flower on
your daily walk (aren’t there some beautiful flowers and trees out there at the moment?). The way the light
comes into your room, clouds in the sky, a family member deep in thought? Whatever you see that you’d
like to capture. Then, have a go with using any edit features - does it look better in black and white? If
you’re able to, share your photos with us!! If you don’t have a camera or a phone that takes photos, can you
draw some images of flower or trees?

